SafMax® Frame System

Maximum Access

Maximum Access
Maximum Productivity
The unique SafMax design increases
worker productivity because there
are no braces on the inside of the
scaffold. Workers have unobstructed
access to the wall surface.

Rigid, Integrated Design

The SafMax Frame System was designed
for exceptional rigidity. A fully planked and
guardrailed platform is provided at each level (lift),
increasing worker protection and productivity.
Planks are integrated into the frame with
integrated hooks and a frame ledger to
create a rigid, flush platform. Since every
level is fully decked, there is no need to
duplicate the effort of moving decks.
Components are hot-dipped galvanized to provide
years of service. Steel planks can be inspected
with a simple visual inspection unlike some wood
planks, where internal damage could go unseen.

Internal Access System

Built-in ladders and hatches allow workers
access without requiring them to climb over
handrails and guardrails, making moving
from level to level quick and easy.
The internal level-to-level ladder system
complies with OSHA and Cal/OSHA
regulations, and eliminates the necessity
to provide a separate access system.

Increased Headroom

The 2 m (6'-6") height between platform
levels allows more headroom and walkthrough area than traditional scaffolds.

SafMax decks are three planks wide, increasing
work area and worker efficiency. Access is
also more convenient with the wide ladder
(25% wider than competitive systems).

Erection/Dismantling

The unique SafMax integrated design ensures
workers are always standing on "locked in" plank
when erecting and dismantling the scaffold.
Designed to be user friendly, SafMax has
fewer components, increasing productivity by
decreasing erection time and requiring less
storage space. No vertical diagonal starter is
required at the base like in competing systems.

Adaptable

SafMax fits many types of structures. The
scaffold can easily be erected on sloped
surfaces with a combination of the three
standard frame heights and screw jacks.

Tying

SafMax can be tied securely to the building
using unique eyebolt and tie tubes that
minimize the amount of refinishing needed.
The eyebolt used for tying leaves only a small
⅝" hole unlike other scaffold tying systems.
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01. End Panels

Designed to be quickly installed,
end panels provide both midrails
and toprails at the ends of
intermediate scaffold runs.

02. Guardrails

Integrated guardrails and
midrails are provided at
the required height.

03. Side Brackets

Vertically adjusted side
brackets allow extensions
one or two planks wide to
be added at any height.

04. Flush Deck

Integrated hooks and frame
ledger produce a flush deck,
thus minimizing tripping
hazards. Rigid deck construction
reduces deflection.
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05. Toeboards

SafMax integrated toeboards are
held in place by the frame legs with
the unique offset end fittings.

06/07. Diagonal Connections
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ladder starter and does not
require decking of the first
level in the ladder bay. The
SafMax hatch door provides a
large opening that allows easy
access between work levels.

The unique hook attachment
at the top and the self locking
pivot pin at the bottom
provide for a rigid scaffold.

08/09. The Spring
Loaded Latch

The spring loaded latch easily
releases the ladder when needed,
securely holds the ladder up
when not in use and secures
the hatch in a closed position.

10. Internal Access
Ladder & Hatch

The internal ladder on the base
level is supported by a deck
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11. Short Tie Tubes

Short tie tubes use fewer
components and do not extend
into the walkway area, allowing
for unobstructed headroom.

The Safway Group Advantage

The versatility of our services and products like
SafMax is only part of the Safway Group advantage.
By optimizing the resources and drawing on the
experience and talent available through the various
companies, which are part of the Safway Group, we
deliver superior expertise, from access to industrial
services. Safway Group companies include AllAmerican Scaffold, CL Coatings; Industrial Coatings
& Fireproofing; MobleySafway; New England
Scaffolding; Redi Solutions; Safway Atlantic;
Safway Services; Safway Services Canada; S&E
Bridge & Scaffold; and Swing Staging. In addition,
Safway’s network of over 114 branches and locations
throughout North America, along with our growing
system of distributors worldwide, allows us to
efficiently deliver products, services, local labor
and expertise, when and where you need them.

Let Us Partner With You

By combining the Safway Group’s extensive product,
service and technology resources, together with our
expertise and experience, we can work with you as
a strategic partner, developing and implementing
safe, high-quality, innovative and cost-effective
multiservice solutions at the lowest total installed
cost – THE SMART WAY. An industry leader since
1936, rely on Safway to meet all of your access and
industrial service needs. Safway Group companies
serve the petrochemical, power, refining, oil and
gas, marine, manufacturing, transportation and
commercial construction industries. We look forward
to partnering with you on your next project.

Through SMART Safety, Innovation, Planning, Processes
and Expertise, our people come up with ideas everyday —
THE SMART WAY—by sharing knowledge and resources.
It's who we are. It's how we work. The result? Safe,
productive worksites and the lowest total installed cost.
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